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EVA model





Results from EVA model





Questions

• Should we use the European or the American approach to 
value air pollution mortality ?

• Life-years (VOLY) versus statistical life (VSL)

• Acute or chronic mortality – does it matter ?

• Merely a harvesting effect from air pollution ?

• Who and how old are the victims of air pollution exposure ?



Deaths from air pollution: EU vs US approach ?

• Same air pollution mortality risk estimate

• All-cause mortality risk-ratio of 1.06 for 10 ugPM2.5/m3

(cf. WHO recommendation in HRAPIE, 2013)

• OECD (2014): US methodology: ”Trillions of dollars”

• Based on VSL – Value of statistical life

• EEA (2015): EU methodology € 330-940 billion

• Based on VOLY – Value of life year lost – and VSL



Pollution mortality

• Age of victims
• harvesting effect: elderly 

losing only a few life years, 
not 30-40 years as in traffic

• Mortality is usually not acute
• chronic exposure over 

prolonged period

• Latency (time-lag)
• Death is always sudden, but 

latency of perhaps 10 years 
or more

• Questions:



Definition: Acute mortality

• “On a few days every year, air pollution reaches unusually high levels. For some 
people in their 70’s and 80’s with existing heart or lung disease, the unusually high 
level of pollution on a bad air day can put so much extra stress on their breathing that 
their heart fails and they cannot be revived. Often these people are not expected to 
live very much longer anyway, but a bad air day can bring their death forward. If the 
bad air day had not occurred, they could have lived a few weeks or months longer, 
although this time would have been spent in their existing poor state of health” 
(Chilton, 2004)



Definition: Chronic mortality

• “Some chemicals in the air may cause wear and tear on our bodies, so that people 
living in areas with more pollution may age faster and die younger than people in low 
pollution areas. Some experts think that the average person in Britain may lose about 
a month of life in this way. Others think the average loss of life might be as much as a 
year” (Chilton, 2004)



Life table methodology

Latency 1 year 5 years 10 years 20 years

Men
1038 1099 1156 1153

Women
881 928 986 1024

Weighted 

average
936 985 1038 1056

Table 1. Life years lost per 100,000 with different 

latency periods according to a lifetable with age and 

mortality frequencies of study population and 

standard EU/US air pollution risk ratios.



Who are the victims ?

Krewski et al (2000) Reanalysis of the Harvard Six Cities Study and the American 
Cancer Society Study of Particulate Air Pollution and Mortality, A Special Report of 
the Institute’s Particle Epidemiology Reanalysis Project, Cambridge MA: Health 
Effects Institute (HEI).



Demography: Lexis diagram fitted to lifetable



Lives and life years lost from air pollution in DK

1 year lag 5 year lag 10 year lag 20 year lag

Men 85 95 107 124

Women 80 86 95 112

Average (w) 85 92 103 120

Table 2. Number of lives lost per 100,000 according to Lexis diagrams with age and mortality frequencies of study population and standard 

EU/US air pollution risk ratio per ∆10ugPM2.5/m3.

1 year lag 5 year lag 10 year lag 20 year lag

Men 12.1 12.6 10.8 10.3

Women 11.0 11.8 10.4 10.1

Average (w) 11.6 12.2 10.6 10.2

Table 3. Average life years lost per victim according to Lexis diagrams with age and mortality frequencies of study 

population and standard EU/US air pollution risk ratio per ∆10ugPM2.5/m3.

1 year lag 5 year lag 10 year lag 20 year lag

Men 76.1 76.9 77.7 80.2

Women 80.2 80.5 81.0 83.0

Average (w) 78.1 78.7 79.3 81.5

Table 4. Average ages of victims according to Lexis diagrams with age and mortality frequencies of study population and 

standard EU/US air pollution risk ratio per ∆10ugPM2.5/m3.

Lives

Life years
per victim

Age



Implications for valuation

• Harvesting effect is not obvious (about 10 years lost)

• Mortality is chronic – only rarely acute

• Latency implies futurity

- survival curve depends on initial mortality risk
- life time expectancy: area under curve
- changes in survival curve is a function of risk changes



Chronic mortality: concerns with life years

• Only a handful of studies exist that elicit willingness-to-
pay (WTP) for VOLY and they suffer from scoping 
problems

• VOLY may not accurately reflect preferences and 
willingness-to-pay among elderly, for whom remaining life 
years may be relatively more precious

• VOLY implies a downscaling of the value of preventing 
fatalities among elderly raising equity concerns

US senior death discount controversy: 
“Judging people as less worth protecting based on their 
age – and to do so for the benefit of polluters – is 
preposterous and wrong” (Congressional Record, 2003).



Chronic mortality: concerns with statistical life

• Future risks may not affect everyone alive today, making 
age a relevant parameter

• The individual’s future vulnerability might change as 
compared to the present situation

• There might be additional elements of uncertainty 
involved during the time-lag from exposures to effect



Consistency of 
VSL and VOLY values ?

• EU VSL according to standard practice: € 1,4 mill.
• VSL expresses WTP for avoiding average traffic fatality

• EU panel: age adjustment to € 1 mill. 

• Average age of traffic victims is 45 years (DK)
• average loss is 31 life years (70% are men)

• VOLY = 1.4 mill : 31 = 45.000 € per lifeyear (VOLY) 

• EU VOLY found in studies
• NewExt WTP in 3 old member states: 50.000 € VOLY

• NEEDS WTP in 9 member states: 40.000 € VOLY



Conclusions

• No harvesting effect from air pollution; average loss of life
expectancy is 10-12 years per individual

• The ratio of average life years lost per individual victim is 
due to air pollution and traffic mortality respectively is 1:3

• Still, the futurity of risks related to air pollution provides a 
context different from traffic risks

• VSL applicable to acute deaths; VOLY to chronic deaths
(OECD recommendation; applied in EEA Technical 
Report 1/2013)



Thank you!


